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The Kernel Update Compatibility
Assessment Tool can be used on a

single computer, or across an entire
network of computers. The tool uses the

Windows Compatibility Testing
component to determine compatibility
for the Windows Server 2003 Update

Rollup 8, and the Windows Server 2008
Update Rollup 4. The tool is fully

automated and includes steps to help
identify software, drivers, and hardware
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on which to perform compatibility tests.
Once the tool determines a compatibility

match between two or more Windows
systems, an alert is displayed to the

administrator. This alert indicates the
potential incompatibility of the two

systems. In addition, the tool helps to
identify software, drivers, and hardware
that will need to be updated to resolve

the compatibility problem. Sample
Usage: Windows "Kernel System State
Check Product Key" can be run against

your network if it is connected. To check
for any potential updates, we

recommend having the computer lab
manager run the script in their queue.

Any updates will be identified and added
to the updates.txt. To run the script, you

can use the following command line
parameters. Each parameter is optional,

the script will run without any
parameters. ./CheckCompatibility.cmd
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-u Unattended Check for compatibility
./CheckCompatibility.cmd -l List all

compatibilities ./CheckCompatibility.cmd
-u [UPDATE] [CHECK] [CHECK_FAILURE]

Where: -u = use update queue -l =
check if the update was already applied
-u [UPDATE] [CHECK] = check and show
results Where: - UPDATE = if specified,
update the state of the command line
argument to the current update level.
(See the documentation) - CHECK = if

specified, perform the check test. -
CHECK_FAILURE = if specified, check to

see if the computer will succeed the
check without any updates applied

Admin Guide: Comments/Feedback for
this script: Technical Support: (-1) - 2 -

-12? 2 -31 + 20 +
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Kernel System State Check is a package
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of Windows Internals software that
provides an administration tool for
analyzing the compatibility of the

Windows kernel and boot process on
computers in an enterprise

environment. It is useful for determining
whether the computers in an

environment are compatible with
Windows security updates. This tool can
help administrators reduce the effect of
incompatibility on a company's network.

References: Example: Kathy Chu, 15,
left, and Lee Kuan Yew, 15, center right,

left, Ken Kwan, 15, and Alvin Tan, 17,
center left, all from Papan School (PSP)
shout slogans while holding placards
during a protest organised by youth

group Community and Public Concern
(CPC) at Community Clubhouse in

Punggol on Monday. Some 150 youths,
most of them students from a secondary
school, demonstrated at the Community
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Clubhouse in Punggol on Monday,
staging a protest against the proposed

East Coast Rail Link (ECRL). They
handed letters to Singaporeans to drop

at the representative’s homes and
urged them to contact transport

minister Khaw Boon Wan and to say no
to the planned rail link. The students

were part of a youth group called
Community and Public Concern (CPC).
They said the ECRL was not safe and

would cause traffic jams and air
pollution. They also pointed out that the

greenfields must belong to all
Singaporeans. Some students held

placards bearing slogans such as “Keep
our greenfields beautiful”, “We want our
land to be safe” and “War is bad, ECRL
is bad”. “We want our land to be safe.

The ECRL is too close to our homes and
to the school. If it's as safe as it is being
said to be, the authorities should prove
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this to us,” said a 13-year-old boy who
refused to be named. Related Stories

Paying for the ECRL and building roads
will only mean more traffic jams and

smog, he added. “We don’t know
3a67dffeec
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         The Kernel System State Check
package is a tool that can be leveraged
to determine whether the computers in
an enterprise environment are
compatible with security update
MS10-015. Kernel System State Check
Benefits: The main benefit of the Kernel
System State Check package is that it
can help reduce the amount of time and
money that administrators spend testing
for compatibility issues. The Kernel
System State Check package was
designed to help troubleshoot
compatibility issues across an entire
environment while providing an easy-to-
use solution that does not require
special software or procedures. Kernel
System State Check Security Details:
The Kernel System State Check package
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is an XML configuration file that consists
of a Registry key structure that is used
to examine the compatibility of installed
software on a computer.  When an
administrator updates the compatibility
information on the key, it will be
automatically checked during the next
system boot and if any of the
information on the key is not accurate
then an alert will be sent to the user to
notify them that a compatibility check is
needed to verify the updates.  Once the
updates have been verified it will be
updated the key and all future booting
of the computer will be automatically
checked for compatibility updates. The
Kernel System State Check package can
be leveraged by administrators to
determine if the computers in an
enterprise environment are compatible
with security update MS10-015. The
package also comes with a script that
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can be leveraged to help automate an
enterprise wide compatibility
assessment. Kernel System State Check
Includes the following components: . 
Deploy the package by uploading it to a
computer’s server. Deploy the Kernel
Compatibility Assessment Configuration
XML file by uploading it to a computer’s
server. Run the sample script by
uploading it to a computer’s server. Run
the Kernel System State Check package
by uploading it to a computer’s server.
Kernel System State Check Installation
and Deployment Details: References
Category:Windows administrationQ:
Setting a static value to Nil object In
Java, if I had a class called: public class
MyClass { private String a; private
String b; public String a = null; public
String b = "values"; } would a = null;
not make b = null? In another language,
C#, I have found that this would be the
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case. Is this a language specific thing?

What's New In?

The module is designed to perform a
compatibility assessment between the
current system state and the
components and patches published as
part of Microsoft Security Update
MS10-015.  When you use the tool to
assess an enterprise wide installation it
evaluates the service packs and optional
updates that are installed on computers,
lists the number of updates required and
provides a way to skip any updates that
are not required for the individual
computers.  The tool performs a check
on each computer in the enterprise
during a diagnostic boot on the
computer and reports on the
compatibility of the computer with the
security update.  This tool automatically
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saves every time you run it so you can
use it to make multiple different
compatibility assessments.  If the
computers that have been checked are
not up to date with the security update,
the tool will report the missing
components as well as provide
instructions on how to update the
operating system to match the patch so
that the kernel system state check can
be repeated.  Sample Script Description:
The Sample Script is designed to help
administrators or security solution
administrators improve their
compatibility assessment tasks by
performing an enterprise wide
compatibility assessment. The Script
leverages information from the Kernel
System State Check module to perform
the compatibility assessment against a
set of computers that are part of an
enterprise and it provides a way to
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output the results of the compatibility
assessment to a set of compatible or
incompatible computers.  The script
takes in a set of computers and defines
which updates to install and whether or
not to skip the compatibility check for
each computer. It also takes in a set of
file locations where the packages to be
installed are stored.  The script reports
on the status of each computer as either
compatible or incompatible with the
updated security components. It also
reports on the status of the computers
that required additional updates and it
performs an action if any compatibility
checks are skipped. Kernel System State
Check Script Usage: To run the script
you must be logged on to a computer
that is part of the system and this
computer must be connected to the
domain that is being evaluated. You can
run the script from the command line or
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you can use the script to boot to the
command line then run the script from
there. It also requires that you run the
script as the Administrator. You may run
the script in one of two ways: you can
run the script as administrator or you
can add an argument to the script.
Execute the Script as Administrator To
run the script as administrator you can
do the following: Run the script: C:\>
cscript //nolog
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System Requirements:

Audio: DISTORT - 44.1 Khz, Stereo,
LPCM, Compressed, DTS-MA5 -
Acceptable DISTORT EX - 44.1 Khz,
Stereo, LPCM, Compressed, DTS-MA5,
FLAC - Optional (native file format)
SHEER - 44.1 Khz, Stereo, LPCM, Dolby
ProLogic II, Dolby Digital - Acceptable
SHEER EX - 44.1 Khz
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